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The address:  
Planina pod Golico, 28  
Jesenice 4270 
Slovenia 

 
Walk out of airport building & use the covered walkway to cross the roads and go into the building 
opposite.  The hire car booths are all on the left. 
 
 

 Turn left at the lights at the main airport entrance / exit.  

 Follow the road for about 2km.  At the second roundabout turn left to Jesenice (ignore 1st sign for 

Jesenice for a quicker route). 

 (There is a supermarket near here that is open later than those in Jesenice.) 

 Join the expressway.  After about 20 mins the expressway goes down to 1 lane for roadworks but 

later goes back to a 2 lane expressway again – just follow Jesenice signs – about 30 mins. 

 Take the first turn-off for Jesenice at Lipce. 

 Turn right at the end of the slip road, following signs to Jesenice town centre downhill. 

 Go over the river and follow the road round to some lights.  Turn left towards Kranjska Gora. 

 Follow signs for Kranjska Gora at the next roundabout.   

 After about 8 sets of lights turn right signed Planina pod Golica. 

 Head straight on up the steep hill and turn right after 1km, signed Planina pod Golico. 

 Follow the road up to the top (windy, some sharp bends) and continue through the first village 

(Prihodi). 

 You’ll see the P-pod-Golico village sign; keep going, forking right at the small tower. 

 Continue for 1 km, round a sharp right bend and past the chairlift sign. 

 Pass the bar (on RHS with large balcony/terrace), then a drinking fountain (on LHS) and then a 

narrow bit between buildings.  Just after this, look out for a monument on RHS and turn right before 

that onto our drive. 
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Driving back to the airport 

 Down the hill to Jesenice and turn left. 

 Through town and downhill into Slovenski Javornik. 

 Turn right at the lights following Ljubljana signs. 

 Over the river, up the hill and onto the expressway, following Ljubljana signs. 

 Through the roadworks and onto the 2 lane motorway again. 

 Continue past the first Kranj exit and take the second Kranj exit which is also signed Brnik. 

 Follow the road to a T-junction and turn right. 

 Follow signs for Brnik and the airport over some roundabouts. 

 Eventually, at the lights turn right into the airport signed Letališče Ljubljana. 

 Turn left for the hire-car parking area and follow the road round in a big loop going left. 
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Weekends in July and August 

It can be best to use back-roads to avoid getting stuck, especially on Saturdays. 

 

From the airport 

 When you reach the Klagenfurt turn-off, if you see motorway traffic backed up all the way to the 

slip-road, then escape by taking that exit and follow Podnart signs at the slip-road.  If there’s only a 

little bit of traffic here then just continue on the motorway as normal.  This first back-road is quite 

windy so don’t come off unnecessarily.  If you stay on the road and get stuck in traffic, then turn off 

later at the traffic lights for Begunje (see below). 

 After crossing under the motorway and going left at the roundabout towards Podnart, continue for 

2km to the end of the road and turn right at the T-junction. 

 Pass the Podnart turn and continue on the road towards, and then past, Posavec and Ljubno. 

 Keep to the same road until you reach Crnivec where you join the main road again, going left 

towards Jesenice. 

 After half a kilometer you come to lights.  If traffic doesn’t look too bad after the lights, then keep to 

the main road as normal.  If it’s slow moving going up the hill on the other side, then take the right 

turn at the lights to Begunje.  This back road is a bit less windy but speed limited by villages. 

 Follow Begunje, then Poljče, then Žirovnica signs.  Make sure not to miss the left turn in the centre 

of Begunje, which is signed only from the other direction for Žirovnica.  Go through a host of small 

villages such as Rodine and Selo but always following the same road. 

 As you leave Žirovnica and cross the level crossing, turn left and then immediately right towards 

Jesenice.  Keep on the road until you enter Slovenski Javornik and then Jesenice and find the 

roundabout and railway crossing (see first page). 
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To the airport 

 After leaving Jesenice town and driving downhill into Slovenski Javornik, don’t take the right turn 

towards the motorway but keep going straight towards Žirovnica. 

 Follow the road and keep an eye out on RHS for traffic jams on the motorway.  If it looks busy or 

jammed then turn left following Žirovnica or Vrba signs.  If not, just follow the road and join the 

motorway, then follow Ljubljana signs - see page 2.   

 If going the Žirovnica way then turn right and over level crossing then follow road.  If Vrba was 

where you made the turn then drive up through the narrow village, keeping right if in doubt, and turn 

right at the end. 

 Follow the road towards Begunje and then turn right in centre of the village. 

 Then take second left into Zapuže village and straight on at a junction towards Otok. 

 Eventually come out at lights and join main road, turning left.  If not busy, continue to motorway.  If 

still busy on the main road then come off again turning right, in or soon after, Crnivec and go 

towards Posavec, Podbrezje or Naklo. 

 After Naklo turn left in Polica and join the motorway where the traffic should be dispersed.  If in 

doubt follow Kranj or Ljubljana signs. 

 


